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Nodding to popular culture, history, science, and literature, a separate and persuasive case is perfect for
removing our ageist blinders and seeing old age while a developmental stage of existence.
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Read this and Prepare for a Great Old Age A seminal work. Every adult should read this book. Unless we
end breathing we will all get old. After reading the book, I still don't know what old folks are for, and I'm
one of the them. We have adopted a faulty existence design idea - one where there's infancy, childhood,
teenager and adolescent, then adulthood. From then on, nothing. Old age? We push it away from our
consciousness. But older people have qualities that society needs: wisdom predicated on experience, the
opportunity to take the lengthy watch and eschew expediency, psychological balance, contentment and
even joy. At greatest, we cling on to adulthood so long as feasible, with anti ageing lotions, plastic
surgery, and God knows what else. Don't wait around until you are aged to read it... offering the glue that
retains society together. Time most of us recognised how exactly we are suffering from ageism, and how
'elders helps you to save the world.' Seller gets a 5 star for acceleration and excellent condition of the
book Seller gets a 5 star for velocity and excellent condition of the reserve. The publication itself get
yourself a one star. The writer never answered the query raised by the name. The book gets off to a slow
start, First chapter is a genuine turn off. But culture has enlarged the virtues of youthful adulthood to the
point that once previous that stage, everything else can be declinist and nihilistic. If your previous, this
book will increase your inscurities, therefore you need to hang in there. Good conclusion supported by
long arguement As I read through Thomas' book, I was struck by two things. First that he has offered a
fresh way of considering the human life time by creating new 'ages' that describe our lives far better than
simply childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. I applaud this intro. The second aspect that struck me was
the tremendous amount of support he contained in the publication. While I became impatient with it, I
recognized it was because he was writing to somebody who had already realized why the human race
purposefully includes a amount of physical lessening that is essential for the overall survival. Good
science on aging, and the worthiness of longevity. Dr. That provides to be always a winner. Great learning
tool for choosing a nursing home My close friends mom is in a nursing house in Mississippi that uses this
technique. It's an incredible place. Employees interview potential employees. They de-institutionalize
everything. The book describes the reason the author started this philosophy in nsg homes and explains it.
What exactly are Old People For? The book just rambled on from one subject the next, and it was tough
to integrate and understand. This book should be requried reading atlanta divorce attorneys college and
business. I will continue my seek out the answer. We achieved it as a Reserve Discussion Group, oldes 82,
youngest 64, so it hit house to all or any of us. Living since an elder citizen does not have to end up being
drab and monotonous and lonely. Regardless of the slow start the book really helps to have you look at
aging in a different way and offers hope to those people who are already "old', best done in an
organization so you can express your insecruities and dread. However, the reserve is actually also written
for those who need help in understanding this. Thomas provides championed better living for citizens in
nursing homes. I believe he has referred to an improved managed system without significantly raising
costs. So, although it is long, the ultimate conclusions are worthwhile. Nursing Home groups are
producing headway with new architectural design and giving residents a more home-like experience. A
Must Go through for anyone offering to or serving older adults. While Bill Thomas is most beneficial
known for his writings on reinventing assisted living facilities with the Eden Alternative, the wisdom he
shares in his newest work has something for every organization offering to or serving older adults - with
the aging of the infant boom that's everyone. But around page 80 it gets fairly interesting. OK however,
not All That Good The right insights and ideas, but uneven and not very well edited. Thomas is a good
writer, and an excellent story teller, and this book will give any reader a good insight into what maturing
can be. Further, it really is must read for anybody that would prefer to develop positive maturing self
awareness and therefore add some years to their life and certainly some life to their remaining years. Five
Stars Superb book - everyone should read this! Actually develops his thesis. The wisdom that becomes
apparent during this time may be the key. I don't believe Thomas delivers on the sub-title: how elders



helps you to save the world. Four Stars I love my grandma and this book! ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS ON
AGING I HAVE READ Anyone with older parents or anyone who realizes you're getting "older" will
benefit from this publication. I have already been conducting workshops on advertising to middle age and
old adults for over 20 years and this reserve will be suggested reading at every future seminar. Old people
are experienced for 'elderhood', for mentoring, encouraging, guiding .
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